
 NOTES AND COMMENT

 THE PASSING OF RAYMOND PEARL

 (Editor's Note. Although Raymond Pearl did
 not consider himself an ecologist in any formal
 sense he was very sympathetic to the field and
 left a major impression on its development;
 particularly on quantitative ecology and popula-
 tion research. This impression can be seen in
 the writings and investigations of others both
 in this country and abroad. Therefore, it seems
 appropriate to pay tribute to him briefly in
 ECOLOGY. This can be well done by reprinting
 a particularly cogent and informative notice of
 his death that appeared in Nature (147: 3718;
 194) written by the distinguished English epide-
 miologist Major Greenwood, F.R.S. We are
 indebted to the author and the editors of Nature
 for their permission to do this. T. P.)

 Professor Raymond Pearl, whose sudden
 death from angina pectoris has been announced,
 was born at Farmington, New Hampshire, in
 1879. He graduated A.B. from Dartmouth Col-
 lege in 1899, took the degree of Ph.D. in the
 University of Michigan in 1902 and afterwards
 worked at Leipzig and under Prof. Karl Pear-
 son at University College, London. After
 holding some junior posts in the Universities of
 Michigan and Pennsylvania, Pearl was appointed
 head of the Biological Department of Maine
 Agricultural Station, where he remained until
 1918, when he was chosen to be the first pro-
 fessor of biometry and vital statistics in the
 newly created School of Hygiene in Johns
 Hopkins University.

 Although few heads of departments have
 been more inspiring teachers and Pearl's en-
 thusiasm was invaluable in the infancy of the
 school, he did not care for routine teaching and
 in 1925 took a research professorship, being
 succeeded in the chair of biometry by his friend
 and collaborator L. J. Reed; from 1930 to his
 death he was professor of biology in the School
 of Hygiene and had in his institute an enthu-
 siastic group of research students.

 Pearl was an indefatigable worker; he pub-
 lished thirteen books and a large number of
 papers. His fundamental training and interests
 were biological and his outlook had some re-
 semblance to that of Weldon. Although most
 of the publications would probably be indexed
 as statistical, he was a biometrician rather than
 a statistician, not greatly interested or highly

 skilled in the modern mathematical develop-
 ments of statistical theory. His contributions
 to statistical technique, although far from negli-
 gible, were not of first-rate importance; his
 forte was the planning of experiments and using
 a sound biometric method in the analysis of
 results.

 His earlier work on poultry breeding showed
 these characteristics, and his well-known experi-
 ments with Drosophila probably mark his high-
 est level of purely scientific work. Weldon had
 substituted groups for individual specimens in
 biological study; Pearl carried this further. He
 acquired consumate skill in varying the environ-
 mental conditions of genetically pure strains of
 Drosophila, maintaining numerically respectable
 "populations" under the desired conditions. He
 was thus able to record the vital-statistical his-
 tories of communities of flies with a precision
 which a medical officer of health might envy.

 Pearl was led to generalizations respecting
 the influence of environment on mortality which
 were of much interest-for example, that, from
 the point of view of mortality, there was an
 optimum density of population-and should
 stimulate much more experimental work.

 Pearl, like Alexander Pope, believed that the
 proper study of mankind was man, and in his
 later years, although he still actively promoted
 laboratory experiments in his institute, devoted
 much of his own energies to the study of de-
 mography, to the factors regulating the growth
 and decline of nations. He was a clear and
 forceful writer so that what he wrote was
 always interesting; but, to those old enough to
 remember the thrill of early biometry, his
 demographic researches have not the charm of
 his experimental work.

 Eager and original-minded men sometimes
 make mistakes. Great enthusiasm and stern
 self-criticism are not common bed-fellows.
 Pearl was sometimes involved in controversies
 and not always on the winning side. He would
 scarcely have been so lovable a man and had
 so many friends on both sides of the Atlantic
 had he been the ideal man of science of fiction.
 His general influence on the development of
 biometry has been great and salutary. His
 death is a serious loss to science.

 MAJOR GREENWOOD, F.R.S.
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